By Steve Beam

count. "One." At this count, the first ace makes its
appearance. "Two." At this, a two appears instead of
the second ace. "Whoops." The magician pauses for
Steve Beam
the audience to appreciate his predicament. "It just
Okay, so it has been long enough since you got even hotter..." Another second, and the magician
have had to wade through one of my effects. I'm finishes with a one-two punch. Make that a three-four
sorry but the vacation is over. This is a quick four- punch. In the time it takes the magician to say "3-4"
of-a-kind production, with a nice sucker start to it. It quickly, the two vanishes and is replaced by the other
is over in seconds, but the build-up adds a little three aces. "I passed!" (Try to resist the urge to
length. This is a great opener to any trick using the actually execute a pass as you deliver the last line.)
The Work. Start with the top five cards of the
four aces. It's also performed entirely in the hands.
Effect and Routine. "People are always pack arranged in the following order from the top
asking me what it takes to become a magician. The down: two face down aces, two face up aces, and a
answer is simple. You have to go to magicians' face down deuce. Hold the deck in the left hand and
school. Andone ofthe hardestclasses is CardTricks obtain a break under the fifth card from the top. With
454. The reason it is so tough is because ofthe final a back and forth movement of the pack, use your left
exam. I would like to re-create what happened to me forefinger to flip the top ace over the front edge of the
during my final exam. You'll have to watch closely, pack and onto the face of the pack as shown in figure
it only takes a second. For the final exam, the heat 1. This is the first ace.
Bring yourright hand over to the pack and take
was on. Literally, my professor turned the heat on
so that my cards stick together. He sent me to the possession of the four cards above the break. You are
front of the class and he handed me an old, sticky, now going to do three things at once. As you slide the
worn out deck ofcards ... kindoflike this one that you cards above the break out to the right, your left thumb
retains the top cardofthe four flush with the pack. See
loaned me ... thanks.
He told me that he was going to counttofour.
As he gave each count, he wanted me tofindanace.
That is, at the count ofone, I was to produce thefirst
ace. At the count oftwo,the second ace. At the count
ofthree, the 'um ... uh... that's right ... the third ace.
Give me a break, this wasn'tmath class. Atthe count
offour, the fourth ace. No roomfor error. Four
beats,four aces. If I missed one ace, I was toast!
This was one ofthe most difficult effects in all ofcard
magic. So difficult in fact, that if I was successful,
I knew the rest ofthe class wouldburst into applause.
So, here is what my final exam looked like. Would
someone turn the heat up?
Here goes! You may wish to count slowly
with me". The magician dramatically starts his
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figure 2. In order to keep from flashing the reversed
cards which are now face up in the right hand, necktie
the pack and the packet as you rotate your righ t hand
palm up to display it's three cards as one with the
deuce showing. See figure 3. Pause at this point so
that the audience appreciates your problem. At the
count of two, you have produced a two rather than an
ace. If they don't understand this, the rest of the
production plummets in effectiveness.
When you are ready to finish, bring your palm
up right hand over to the left so that you can clip the
top card of the pack between the right third and
fourth fingers as shown in figure 4.
As soon as you have possession of that card,
rotate your right hand palm down which flips the card
between your right third and fourth fingers face up.
Without pausing, use your left thumb to pull the top
card of the three between your right thumb and
second finger onto the top of the pack revealing the
second, third, and fourth aces simultaneously to the
quick count of 3-4. The pacing is important here. It
is, "I ...2 ...Whoops ....It's getting hotter in here...34." It looks like the deuce explodes into the other
three aces and the deuce is history. It is incredibly
visual and magical. See figure 5.
I use this as an opener to another ace trick.
The professor said I could get extra credit if I could
cut to the four aces again, but this time I had to cut
them two at a time. I then go into my King Charlier
from Magic, The Vanishing Art or How to Turn
a Trick For Fun & Profit (1979-out of print) and
reprinted this year in Vienna Notes.
Background. This was originally published
in issue #59 oIThe Trapdoor. The fl ipoverflourish,
used as a one card revelation, was published on page

167 of Expert Card Technique as There It Is!
According to them, "This is one of those amusing
novelties which spring up out ofnowhere and which
for that reason cannotbe ascribed to any originator."
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Rub Away Vanish.
Tips & Tweaks
pieces of handling for me. Note that while it is not
necessary to the execution of the move, I always
perform this while standing and therefore will
describe it with those conditions.
Tip #1: The Far Side. Choose a spot on the
table for the vanish to occur which is a stretch for
you. If you are standing, bend forward at the waist,
and perform the move at least two feet from the near
table edge. This tends to put the card right under
their collective noses but it serves several greater
purposes which will become obvious in a moment. I
also place the card slightly to the right of center on
the same vertical plane as my right shoulder.
Tip #2: The Flash. Allow about a quarter of
an inch of the far right corner of the card to peek out
from the right side of the hand as the card is tabled.
This is shown in figure 1. Here is why. First, the
audience actually thinks it sees the selection on the
table for a moment. There is a retention of vision
with this corner. Even though if they watch that
corner, it vanishes shortly.
The second reason for the flash of the corner
is that you are showing that the card is clearly located
on the far right side of the hand. It is so far to the
right, that it is peeking out the right side of the hand.
It seems far more impossible that you could steal a
card onto the pack which is on the left side of the
hand if the card is on the right side. There is no
question that the card is on the table.

I am not one to become enamored with
technique. I learn the sleights I like and try to perfect
them for my use. Since I have different mannerisms
and gestures than others, not all my bits-o-technique
are usable by others. However, there are a few
sleights which have become pets of mine over the last
three decades. One of these is the uncreditedRub-ADub-Dub card vanish from Hugard and Braue's
Expert Card Technique. I have been doing the
move essentially the same for the last twenty-plus
years, with several tweaks and variations which I
have featured in my lectures since the seventies.
The Original. The original move is very
effective. The selected card is secretly controlled to
the top of the pack. The deck is held in the left hand
in dealing position. The magician double lifts,
showing an indifferent card. Flipping it face down,
he uses the left thumb to push it over the right edge'
of the pack so that the long right edge rests on the
table top. He places the heel (the right side) of his
right hand on top of the right edge of the card as
shown in figure 1.
Pivoting the right hand on its right side, the
hand is lowered onto the tabled card. The left hand
is removed, leaving the chosen card face down on the
table. After rubbing the card vigorously on the table,
the card is turned over to show that it has changed
into the selection.
The selected card is flipped face down onto
the top of the pack and the tabling sequence is
repeated. But this time, as the left hand is pulled
away from the table, the left thumb steals the
selection back onto the top of the pack under cover
of the falling righ t hand.
That is basically the description as it appears
in the original source. For a book with technique in
its title, there is conspicuously little of it here. This is
a bare-bones description. One assumes that the left
hand continues to hold the pack and proceeds with
other tricks at this point. The only real blow-off is
the setting-up of the audience with the color change
before the vanish. Below, you will find various bits,
some mutually exclusive, designed to sell this to any
audience that will buy it. The following are not
necessarily the best pieces of handling, but the best
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deck on the table near the table edge to your left and
immediately move forward with yourleft hand which
you place on top of your right. You will notice that
as you lean forward onto the deck with your arms
actually taking some of the weight of your upperbody, your left forearm partially blocks the deck
from the view of many of the audience. If you are
performing for an audience of one or two people,
you can completely block the view of the deck. The
reason for blocking the view is to remove any heat
from the true location of the card you are in the
process of vanishing. The key phrase here is, "Out of
sight, out of mind."
Tip #6: The Lean. One of the key points
here is focus. You have two hands on the "card" as
you lean forward on it. Your whole body is focused,
almost pointing, to the card that is supposed to be on
the table. Subliminally and subconsciously, your
audience believes that you would not be reaching
way over to that location if there wasn't a reason.
(Since your back is probably hurting at this point,
you are probably wondering about the reasons
yourself.) There has to be a card there. Everything
points to that fact. This is the reason for the first five
tips. They synergize into a complete package
demanding the audience believe that the card is on
the table.
Tip #7: The Massage. With two hands on
the card (far stronger "pointing" than a single hand
doing the work) you need to have a reason. Are you
simply covering the card from view? Why? Since
the eye follows motion, you are going to draw their
eyes to your hands (and further in degree away from
the pack) with movement. Pretend to be grinding the
card into the mat with both hands.
Tip #7: Time Misdirection. While your
back won't allow you to bend over for too long, you
should continue the massaging action for three to
four seconds. The longer the audience believes the
card is in this location, the more impressive the
vanish. Also, the harder it will be to remember that
the left hand once held both the card and the deck
together. Of course, time misdirection is assumed in
the original write-up in Expert Card Technique as
it would be in all vanishes. As you rub the card into
nothingness, pretend to be brushing away stubborn
little remaining pieces with your fingertips.
Tip #8: Facing Skyward. When you
deposited the deck on the table, it was face up due to
the wrist tum. This is one of the most important

While this is difficult to convey in print, I
could show you in seconds. Remember, the right
hand butts up against the pack. It would not be
difficult to imagine that the card could be secretly
moved an inch to the left as the left hand was
removed. It would appear to be more difficult (and
thus less likely for a spectator to suspect it) for a card
to be moved the entire width of the right hand from
where it peeks out to the top of the pack. This
appears to be far greater in distance than the three
inches that it is.
Tip #3: Turning Point. In the original, the
left hand continued to hold the deck face down as it
moved to the left. You, on the contrary, are going to
perform a wrist turn with your left hand as you move
it away. That is, you are going to rotate the left wrist
in a clockwise manner until the deck is face up and
the hand is palm down. This is part ofa much bigger
misdirection package which will unfold momentarily,
but in the short term it hides the left thumb's
movement better than the original. It is much harder
to notice the left thumb's sudden recoil to the left if
it is not visible.
Do not misunderstand. In the original, the
left thumb's journey is, for the most part, covered by
the right hand. However, there is a sharp difference
in the before and after picture of the left thumb. As
the right hand covers the card, the left thumb is
extended to its farthest to the right. A second later
when the left hand emerges from under the right
hand, the left thumb is curled tightly onto the pack.
With a wrist turn, the left thumb's ending position
isn't visible to the audience.
Tip #4: On the Diagonal. As your left
thumb retracts the card and the wrist executes a
wrist-turn, pull your left hand back at a 45 degree
angle toward the near comer of the table edge.
Having approached the "sweet spot" on the table on
the diagonal, this communicates that your left hand
has completed its journey and purpose by depositing
the card and is now returning to "your space."
The action here should be similar to vanishes
accomplished by a fake transfer. In those, the right
hand moves over to the left hand and pretends to
deposit something and then returns to a natural
resting position as the left hand draws attention to
itself with its movement. As you apparently table the
card, there should be a conscious relaxation of the
left arm.
Tip #5: Dropping The Deck. Place the
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points of my handling of the move. You have just
vanished a face down card, say a four. Once the card
is gone, the audience is looking for a card with two
characteristics. It was a four and the last time it was
visible, it was face down. The nearest object is a
stack of face up playing cards. They don't see any
face down cards anywhere. So what about a four.
There is a face up indifferent card on the top of the
face up pack. It is neither face down, nor a four.
For the audience to suspect the deck, they
would have to make a fairly large mental leap. They
would have to believe that you not only stole the card
back from the table but also managed to hide it under
other cards. All I can tell you is that after performing
this move in the manner discussed above for most of
my life, it is a leap the audience is not willingto make.
With all the salesmanship I exercised when trying to
lose my Fiat back in the eighties, you have knocked
them down and continued to kick them. They have
ownership on that card's tabled location because
they put it there themselves with their own thoughts.
Of course you took every opportunity to make that
the path ofleast resistance. This is dangerously close
to fraud and I hope your parents are proud of you.
Variation #1: Face Up. There have been at
least two attempts to find a way of performing the
Rub-A-Dub-Dub or Rub Away Vanish with the card
to be vanished being held face up. The first you will
find in David Harkey's book, Simply Malarkey. In
his method, you steal the face up card underneath the
pack as the left hand comes away from the sweet
spot. Jay Sankey published a version in Stephen
Minch's Spectacle which used a face up pack with
the card being stolen back onto the pack, but
underneath the new top card. In other words, the
card is stolen from the table to a position second
from the top of the pack.
Since both of these handlings are based upon
the original vanish, it is understandable why the
additional effort is necessary to cover the face up
card. However, if you will perform the vanish as
described above, you will find that it is automatically
hidden by the wrist-turn. At the conclusion of the
vanish, the card is face down at the bottom of a face
up pack.
Further, you will not believe this until you see
it performed, but there are no angles to be concerned
with. I frequently perform this surrounded and there
is nothing to see. Depending upon your angles to the
right, you may have to adjust it slightly by starting

your wrist turn a fraction of a second sooner. That is
the only adjustment necessary to allow you to
perform the vanish with a face up card.
Variation #2: The Two-legged Table. One
of my favorite routines is called Card Compression.
It concludes with the vanish of a card using the Rub
Away Vanish. The rest of the trick can be performed
without a table up until the finish which requires the
table for the vanish. I wanted to be able to do the
routine while performing in walk-around situations
which greatly limited the availabilityof a performing
surface.
Since this was back in the seventiesand early
eighties, everyone was looking for magic that was
performed in the hands of the audience. Magicians
are great at playing follow the leader, even
bestowing that name on a well-known card trick plot
to commemorate the fact. So, in the seventies, you
didn't just make a coin disappear. Instead, throw
three coins with it into the spectator's hand. Then let
them count them in a moment to fmd they now only
hold three coins leaving them to mathematically
realize (rather than visually realize) the vanish.
Some great magic took a giant leap backward when
it was dropped into the hands of spectators.
I developed the vanish further so that I could
perform it in a spectator's hand for times when there
was no table. I came up with similar misdirection
techniques to the vanish above to solidifythe vanish.
At some point later, Dan Garrett mentioned in
M.U.M. that he had discovered that you could
perform the Rub-A-Dub-Dub vanish on someone's
hands. Short of tracking Dan down like a fox in the
woods and then bludgeoning him into submission, I
must credit Dan for the move. I have been using it in
my lecture for the last decade or so with Dan's
permission (butdon'ttellDan....). Idon'trecallany
technique surrounding the description of Dan's
move so I will provide you with the technique that I
developed.
Ask to borrow a spectator's right hand. "I
need a table for this. Poof. You're a table." His
hand will take the place of the table. Position it so
that it is opened flat and palm up. Hold the deck in
your left hand in dealing position. Push the top card
to the right of the pack as in the original. Lower the
right edge of the card onto the line formed by his little
finger. Bring your right hand over to cover the card.
Your pinky is parallel to his, only the thickness of the
card separating them.
6

performed this thousands of times and have never
had a volunteer glance toward the deck in my left
hand. Think about it. After you have held his hand,
you start checking out his body looking for the card.
If you were him, what would you be thinking about?
Enough said.
Variation #3 - Leg Man. If you want to
perform the vanish standing up and without a table,
and you don't feel comfortable doing it on a
volunteer's hand, this is for you. This variation
allows you to do the move on your leg.
Hold the deck face down in your left hand in
dealing position. Turn the top card face up. Lift your
right leg up slightly. Bring your left hand over to the
middle of the top of your thigh. Thumb the top card
over to the right. The deck should be directly in front
of the leg, about three inches. Bring your right hand
down immediately in front of the the face up card.
Now you are going to do two things simultaneously.
As your left thumb pulls the top card back flush with
the pack, it also does a wrist turn to keep the top card
from being visible to the audience.
The left hand comes to rest at your left side
with the hand turned just enough to keep the card
from being visible. Massage the imaginary card on
your right thigh. When ready for the magic to occur,
again you will do two things simultaneously. As
your right hand mashes flat on your leg and you
extend your right fingers showing the card has
disappeared, your left hand quickly rotates the top of
the deck toward the audience.
This is too much for the mind to follow.
They see you rubbing the card on your leg. A
moment later both hands make a simultaneous
gesture and the card is face up on the pack in the left
hand. If you don't wish to reproduce the card, you
can do the vanish with the card face down. You can
proceed to reproduce the card in any manner you
want to if you wish.
Leftovers. That's all there is to it. Face up or
face down. On the table, volunteer's hand, or your
own leg.
Stand-up, seated, walk-around, or
surrounded. The move is incredibly versatile and can
be used whenever you need a card to disappear. If
you're wondering why I have spent so much time
with this, it's because good card vanishes --- unlike
coin vanishes, are hard to find. Since this is one of
the few good vanishes, I wanted to be able to do it
under almost any conditions. Spend time with it and
you'll find it worth your while.

Several things now happen simultaneously.
Pivot your right hand down onto the card in his hand
using your fourth finger as the pivot point. Just
before your hand lands on the card, the left thumb
draws the thumb back onto the deck proper.
You are now left with all the things that I told
you earlier to try to eliminate. You are holding a face
down deck where they will look for the face down
card momentarily. You can't get much time
misdirection because your flesh is against his flesh
and any illusion of there being a card there won't
hold up for long. You can't table the deck because
there is no table. Leaning forward would look
ridiculous because you would end up kissing his
chest. Massaging the imaginary card is liable to bring
your manhood into question and I'll remind you that
your groin is currently within kicking distance of the
volunteer.
So, how do you reduce the heat on the pack?
Immediately bring your left hand under the
spectator's forearm and lift his arm upward. Lift it
up slowly and steadily. As soon as you reach the top
of the lift (about the level of the top of your head)
bring your right hand down on his palm and spread
your fingers widely. This is the moment of the
vanish. Note that the deck is out of his sight, hidden
by his own arm. Immediately pretend to be searching
for the missing card by looking up his sleeve and
inside his jacket. You may even ask him to turn
around so that you can see what he did with it.
When I first came up with this, it was not
designed to be magic in his hands. It was designed to
allow the spectator to replace a table when one was
not available. However, this is one of the strongest
magic experiences a spectator can have. He not only
sees the vanish, he feels the vanish. The volunteer is
the eyes and hands of the audience. When he is
convinced, the audience is convinced. You may feel
a little queasy about trying this for fear that it
requires too much nerve. You will be afraid that the
volunteer will feel the difference between the surface
of your right hand and the surface of a playing card.
It is not as bold as you suspect. The
volunteer is the one under pressure. He isn't used to
being in front of an audience. He is concentrating on
the instructions you are giving him, trying not to be
embarrassed. Dividing his attention between the
audience, you, and the fact that a guy is holding his
hand, is enough to keep his attention away from his
palm's sense of touch for a couple of seconds. I have
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II

OPTICAL ILLUSION

LEFT hand?" (Show hands empty.) "I already told
you, it's left. It was an optical illusion. For those
that didn' tfollow that last effect, I was going to have
a handout... but I haven't finished with the
footnotes. Don't go away. I have another trick
that's even cornea than that one...
Leftovers. For an alternative ending, you
can try the following. "Now I' IIplace the eye in the
hand. You sir, would you keep an eye on the hand
that holds the eye. I'll place the hand in the pocket.
Where's the hand?" (They say "in the pocket")
"NO, it's right here." (Shake empty left hand.)
Don't roll your eyes. I like puns.
Backwound. This is my expansion of
Roger Sherman's Eye Opener which was originally
published in issue #43 ofThe Trapdoor.

II

Remove a hand and an eyeball from your
pocket. Keep them in your hand so the audience
cannot see what you're holding.
"I'm here today to answer that question
which has plagued magicians, not only for
centuries, but also for hundreds of years. Is the
hand really..." [transfer the hand to the left hand]
"quicker than the eye?" [Display the eye in the right
hand. Table both of them.] "I have arranged a
test." [Pick up the hand with your right hand and
pretend to transfer it to the left hand.] "I'll place the
hand over here & I'll ask you sir to keep an eye on
the hand that holds the hand. You sir," [pointing to
someone else] "I'll ask to keep an eye on the hand
that holds the eye." [Pick up the eye with your right
hand and close your hand over it without exposing
the hand which is also in the right hand.] "Now if I
rub them at the same time ... using some eye-hand
coordination ... you'll see the hand leaves the hand
that held the hand and joins the hand that holds the
eye... proving conclusively that the hand is indeed
quicker than the eye." [Open the hand dramatically
and show that the hand has arrived in the right hand.
Transfer the hand to the left hand while displaying
the eye in the right.]
"But, as impressive as that is, I know what
you're saying. You are saying that the eye didn't
even move. What did you expect? It's a lazy eye.
Or, should I say, an energetically challenged eye?
But this is a special eye. I have been training this
eye. And I might add, it made a heckuva pupil ... Did
really well on its Eye-Q test. If he hadn't, he'd have
gotten 50 lashes." [Table the eye with your right
hand and transfer the hand to the right hand. Display
the hand.]
But this is no ordinary hand either. This is a
good looking hand. Some might even call it
handsome. Not only that, it's a left hand. That
should help you keep track of it. And, that's a clue
to the answer of the question I'm about to ask.
Remember... LEFT... HAND. So I'll use my right
hand to place the left hand in my left hand. [Pretend
to place the hand into the left hand while retaining it
in the right.] I'll get rid ofthe eye by placing itin the
socket.... uh.. Pocket." [Pick up the eye with the
right hand and place it in your right pants pocket
Leave the hand there also.]
"Now where is the

THE COLOR CHANGING
CARD CASE
This effect is a great opener when doing card
tricks. It allows you to have magic happening before you even remove the cards from the case.
While it is not impromptu, it can be prepared in
about two minutes and is set for an eternity.
Effect. The magician tells the audience that he
wants to show them a card trick. He pulls out a blue
card case and starts to open it to remove the cards.
"I was going to show you some 'blue' card tricks,
but I see there are some children in the audience...
so I'll show you some red card tricks instead." He
points to the blue card case as he says the above.
When he vanishes talking, he tosses the case up into
the air where it instantly changes to a red case.
An alternate presentation would be for the magician to remove a red-backed case and hold it over
a red-backed close-up mat. "I didn't realize that
the backs of the cards matched the color of the mat
so closely. That's a problem. Every time I hold the
red cards in front of the red mat, the cards will
seem to disappear. I think I have a solution."
Preparation. The impact of this effect is
matched by the ease of performance. It is simple to
set up and simple to perform. Start by obtaining a
red and blue card case which are both of the same
size (poker versus bridge). You are going to cut off
a portion of (for example) the blue case and glue it
onto the red case. Take the blue case and either cut
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performer's view, turn the illustration upside down.)
You will notice that your thumb and fingers
cover the red edges on top and bottom. The base of
your hand covers the red half of the face of the case.
The only edge you have to be careful about is the
one on top of the flap of the card case. As long as
there is no one to your left, you won't have nay angles to worry about.
Remember to be casual at this point. Since you
haven't yet removed the cards from the case, the
spectators will not be watching that closely. Just
remember to aim the false blue face of the case toward the spectators' line of vision.
To execute the change, lower the hand in preparation for tossing the case into the air. As you do,

or tear the section shown in figure 2. Figure 1 is
the blue case. Figure 2 is the piece you remove
from the blue case. Figure 3 is the red case and figure 4 is the finished card case gimmick. Use rubber
cement when assembling to keep the card case from
warping and use it sparingly. Apply to both surfaces
you plan to glue. Allow the cement to dry before
attaching the surfaces.
The Work. Start with the case in your right
coat pocket with the gimmick facing outward and
the opening toward the front. Your right side
should be turned slightly toward the audience.
Reach into the pocket and take the case as shown in
figure 5. This is the spectator's view. (To get the
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position the case so that you are holding it on the
same plane as the floor. The right hand completely
blocks the spectators' view of the case. See figure

6.
Now, as you start your upward motion with the
deck, pivot it outward so that the ungimmicked side
is facing the audience. Toss the deck in boomerang
style, straight up about two to three feet in the air.
The spectators will see an instant change from blue
to red. Have your left hand ready to catch the falling object. As soon as you catch the case (anddon't
forget to catch the case) you should position it in the
left hand as shown in figure 7.
You are now going to show both sides of the
case. Do not emphasize what you are doing. You

are apparently just displaying a newly changed case
on all sides. Bring your right hand over to grasp the
deck, fingers over the gimmick and thumb on the
opposite side. See figure 8. Let go with the left
hand as your right hand pivots the gimicked side toward the audience. They obviously can't see the
false face because your fingers are covering it.
Do not pause here at all! Any pause will destroy the whole trick. Immediately retake the deck
with the left hand with the fingers at the back and
the thumb at the front and continue rotating the case
so that the normal side is again toward the audience.
See figure 9.
Your right hand now approaches the case to
open and remove the cards. Be sure to place the

,
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THE UNDERHAND
SHUFFLE
Steve Beam

case out of the reach of the spectators, preferably
back in your coat pocket. I always have an extra red
case in my pocket so I can switch cases. When I am
finished doing card tricks, I remove the ungimmicked case and place the cards inside. I do not call
attention to this. The subliminal message is that the
case is ordinary.
Leftovers. You can construct your gimmick
impromptu if you have two cases of differing colors.
Tear your gimmick from one case and instead of
gluing it, slide it into position under the cellophane
which surrounds the other card case. Nothing else is
needed since you can neatly tear the gimmick if scissors are not available.
Background. My inspiration for this effect
came from Paul Sorrentino of Blacksburg, Virginia.
Paul performed his original (and totally different)
color changing card case at the 1982 Winter Carnival of Magic in Gatlinburg, Tennessee. Paul's was
later published in Apocalypse. I came up with this
version while I watched Paul perform --- I thought
this was the method he was using. That evening we
compared versions and discovered that only the effect was similar. I taught this version in my lecture
from 1982 until it was published in issue #32 of The
Trapdoor in 1991.
One of the nicest color changing card cases I
have witnessed is the one featured by Michael Powers in his 1992 lecture at Fechter's Finger Flicking
Frolic, a convention held annually in Buffalo, New
York. You may also wish to consult volume two of
Marlo's Magazine for another version.

I came up with this after playing with the dozens of shuffle variations in S.W .Erdnase's Expert at
The Card Table although it more closely resembles a
tabled running cut from Expert Card Technique.
Since it is a full deck false shuffle, it will be welcome
for those of you who are using tricks with a full deck
setup. After explaining the basic technique, I will
explain a novel variation to throw magicians even
further off the scent.
The Work. Hold the pack in the left hand in
position for an overhand shuffle. Undercut the bottom fifth of the pack and throw it on top of the
pack, outjogged for about a quarter of an inch as
shown in figure 1. Your left forefinger rests on the
face of the outjogged packet for ease in separating
the pack at that point later.
Repeat the above actions by undercutting another fifth of the pack with your right hand. Throw this
fifth on top of the pack in such a way that it disguises the outjogged condition of the fifth which preceded this one. You can achieve this by tossing it on
top of the pack outjogged for half the amount of the
first fifth. This haphazard placement of the packets
adds to the illusion of a well mixed pack.
Repeat the same undercutting and throwing action with the next two fifths of the pack. For the fi-
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top.
You have finished with the shuffle and the face
card of the face up pack has changed. From the audience's point of view, if this had been a false shuffle, nothing would have changed. However, because
of the shuffle, you have simply moved the card from
the face of the pack to the back of the pack. To
bring things back to normal, simply turn the pack
face down and repeat the exact same shuffle.

THE SHUFFLE
This shuffle has served me well for the last
twenty years. You will use it to set up for Beam's
Choice which follows Openly place four queens
into different parts of the deck and control them to
the top using a multiple shift. Take the deck in the
left hand, ready for an overhand shuffle.
Undercut the lower half with the right hand.
Outjog the top card with the left thumb. Shuffle off
the right hand's half onto the left. Undercut beneath
the outjog, run one card, injog the next, and throw
the remainder on top.
Reposition the pack in the left hand in dealing
position, hiding the injogged card. The position of
the queens is as follows: one on top, one on bottom,
two together in the middle with the upper one injogged.
Background. This shuffle was originally published in my Magic The Vanishing Art Or How
To Turn A Trick For Fun & Profit book in 1979.
A one-shuffle method by Bill Ryder was later published in The Trapdoor.
If you like four-of-a-kindrevelations, you should
also consult Queen Charlier from my Vienna lecture
notes, Vienna Notes. It uses the same shuffle.

BEAM'S CHOICE
Steve and Michael Beam
Over the last twenty years, I have probably
performed this trick more than any other
definitely when you only include the times I was
performing for magicians.
It will save you
considerable back-tracking if you are familiar with
The Shuffle before starting to work on this.
I will start by teaching you the one-card popout. Then we will move to the 2-card simultaneous
pop-out which is the beginning of effect I want to
describe. I will finish it with options on a three and
four card pop-out which allows for up to five cards
being revealed.
One Card. Assume the card you wish to
produce is located on the bottom of the pack. For
the sake of explanation, use any four for this role.
Hold the deck by the short edges as if you were going
to perform a sideways Hindu shuffle as shown in
figure 1. The relative positions ofthe second fingers
and thumbs on the pack are critical to the success of
the maneuver.
Undercut the bottom half of the pack with
the right hand as shown in figure 2. Bring the right
half down on the top of the left half, diagonally
jogged as shown infigure 3. This illustration makes
several important points. The two halves are parallel
to each other although diagonally jogged. Second,
m

the position of the left second finger is vital. It should
be resting on the face of the original bottom card.
Having used a four for the example, you will notice
how it rests squarely on the lowermost and forwardmost pip as shown infigure 4. Approximately a half
inch separates the two halves.
If you have followed the technical details up
to this point, you are ready for the pop-out. What
follows is the counter-intuitive piece. You are going
to cause the four to appear to pop out by pushing it
around the right second finger with the left second
finger. However, rather than concentrating on that
action, you should focus on squaring the halves
together along the diagonal. In other words, pull the
packets square in one straight motion while the left
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second finger is firmly planted on the pip of the
original bottom card. This will shoot the card out
from between the halves as shown in figure 5.
When the left second finger clears the right
half, the two halves will coalesce into a single pack
with a card protruding at a ninety degree angle from
the middle.
Double Pop-Out.
Assume you wish to
produce the cards on top and bottom of the pack.
Proceed as you did with the single card production
until the position shown in figure 3. At this point, it
is a simple matter to apply pressure to the back of the
original top card (now the top card of the left hand's
half) at the same location shown in figure 3. If you
will now attempt to square the packets together

while maintaining the pressure from the right thumb
and left second finger you will find that two cards
will pivot in opposite directions, out of the center of
the pack. This is shown in figure 6. When the two
cards arrive at 90 degree angles from the pack, close
the two halves together on them, sandwiching them
securely between.
Triple Revelation.
Assume you have
executedThe Shuffle which precedes this explanation
using four kings. You will conclude the shuffle with
two halves, with a king on top and bottom of each.
There will be a fourth-finger break between the
halves. If you follow the instructions for the Double
Pop-Out above, you will end up with two face down
kings protruding at ninety degrees from the pack.
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Revisit figure 6.
While still holding the pack with both hands,
reposition your left thumb on the back (top) of the
deck so that the left hand can take possession of the
entire package as shown in figure 7. Release the
right hand's grip on the pack. Now lift the pack up
vertically by rotating your left wrist in a clockwise
manner. Place the package into the right hand as
shown infigure 8. The left hand releases the package
and moves so as not to block the display.
This repositioning of the deck allows the
spectators their first peek at the faces of the cards. I
tell the audience up front that I'm going to attempt to
locate the four kings. The patter I use to get to this
point is as follows. "IfI cut the deck in the middle,

you will notice that I' ve located two ofthe kings ...."
[Lift the pack up into the right hand exposing the
faces of three kings.] " ... No, three of the kings ..."
Note that they didn't see any of the kings until they
saw three of them.
The Fourth Revelation. You are now in
position to execute Jule's Dhotel's New Top Card
Production from Jean Hugard's
Card
Manipulations, Number Two, page 25. If you will
apply a slight pressure on the top and bottom long
edges between the right thumb and second finger,
you will find that the top card or two will buckle
away from the pack slightly. This gives your right
forefinger just enough of a separation to engage the
single top card ofthe pack, the remaining king. This
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original top card. Shuffle off. Undercut beneath the
outjog, run two cards, injog the next, and throw.
You are left with two halves of the pack with a break
between them. The top half has one of the five cards
on top and one on bottom. The bottom half has two
of the five cards on top and one on bottom. You are
now set for the five card revelation.]
Back&Tound. This is one of my all-time
favorite card tricks. It has been a signature piece for
me for two decades --- partly because it was way
ahead of its time. There were precious few multiple
pop-outs where the cards arrived in final display
form without being produced first and then
repositioned into the display. This has been wellhidden in print for over sixteen years. Since it was
one of my favorites, I have taught it to friends
sparingly. Recently (and to my surprise) it appeared
on a videotape improperly performed and explained
(although accurately credited). It was originally
published by me in Card Tricks From Mt.
Olympus in 1980. The single card pop-out that
inspired the double pop-out was an idea by Marshall
Pope and was published in my Magic The

Vanishing Art or How To Turn A Trick For Fun
& Profit (1979).
By Steve Beam
The Trapdoor (l983-Present)
Semi-Automatic Card Tricks, Volumes I and 11
Super Stack, The One Second Poker Stack
Multiple Impact
The Changing Of The Cards
Steve Beam On Coins,2 Volumes
Card Tricks From Mount Olympus
Diary OfA Deranged Deck
The Card Book
Inside Outs ._. Or For My Next Trick I'll
Try One That Works (with Don Morris)
Magic The Vanishing Art-- Or How To Turn a
Trick For Fun & Profi:
They Don't Make Trapdoors Like They Used To or
You Too Can Walk On Water

DOUBLE DEALER
Effect. A spectator shuffles a pack of cards.
He cuts off about a third of the pack and counts the
cards secretly to himself. He can do this with his
back turned if he wishes. This causes him to arrive
at a secret number, known only to him. He is instructed to riffle shuffle his packet into the remainder
of the pack but to leave the packets telescoped. The
magician picks up the elongated pack and riffles his
thumb down the edge of the shuffled cards. He asks
another spectator to stop him in the middle. All the
cards are lifted at this point and the two face cards
of the upper half are shown to two spectators, one
on each side of the spectator who is remembering
the secret number. One remembers the face card of
the top telescoped packet. The other remembers the
face card of the bottom telescoped packet. See figure 1.
The top half is replaced on the bottom half. The
two telescoped packets are split apart, the outer
cards being placed on top of the inner. The packet
is cut. The magician couldn't possibly know the location of either of the selections or the secret number the other spectator is remembering. However,
the magician sends the first selection to the secret
number from the top of the pack. The second selection is magically sent to a position equivalent to the
secret number from the bottom of the pack.
The Work. The first part is standard fare for rif-

fle shufflers. Let us assume the spectator cuts off
and counts seventeen cards. These cards are riffle
shuffled into the others but not squared. Take the
combined packet in the left hand in dealing position
with the seventeen card packet nearest you.
Riffle down the far left corner of the outer packet for the spectator to call stop. See figure 2.
When he does, your right hand lifts the packet as
shown in figure 3, turning it end for end so the spectators can see the faces. One spectator is asked to
remember the top card, the other is to remember the
bottom (not "lower") card.
Lower the right hand and place the right hand's
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the pack, it seemed logical to add the above to reveal ict, heightening the effect. It is so bold that it
has taken many magicians aback. This was originally published in Issue #32 of The Trapdoor. It was
later published in Semi-Automatic Card Tricks,
Volume 1.
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SUCKER PUNCH
Joe Magar
I am currently working on a book featuring
the thimble magic of Joe Mogar. It should be out in
mid-1997. Below is a minute sample of what he has
to offer. This is far and away the easiest multiple
thimble vanish I have ever seen. Think of it as doing
all the moves in You Can Call Me "Al" (another
vanish in the book) at the same time.
The Work. Start with a thimble on each
fingertip of the right hand. Bring the left hand over
apparently to take all four thimbles at the same time.
See figure 1. Under cover of the left hand, curl all of
the fingers into the palm. The thimble on the first
finger goes directly into the thumbpalm. Straighten
the forefinger only as your left hand tugs away the
imaginary thimbles as shown in figure 2. Actually,
you have a thimble on your right second, third, and
fourth fingers as well as one in your thumbpalm.
After sufficient massaging ofthe left hand, reveal the
thimbles have vanished.
To reproduce them, place your right hand
down by your knee. Tuck your forefinger into the
thumbpalmed thimble, taking possession of it.
Straighten all four fmgers and remove your hand
from behind your knee displaying the thimbles.

THE MACHO VANISH
Joe Magar
This vanish originally appeared in issue #56
cf The Trapdoor. In fact, this effect had the
dubious distinction of being the first thimble effect
in the magazine up until that time. This was no
small accomplishment when you consider that at
that point, there were over 1100 pages and hundreds
of effects.
I'm going to reprint the description exactly
as it appeared in the magazine because it will give
you some insight into my previous view of thimble
magic. It might also make you wonder how Joe and
I ever got together on the book project. From this
point forward, you are reading the effect exactly as
it appeared two years ago.
Joe is a super guy with a great sense of
humor. (At least, I hope he has his sense of humor
after reading the following.) While in New Jersey
last year, I visited his farm where he raises miniature
horses. This is a fascinating place with fully-grown
horses weighing no more than medium-sized dogs.
He also has an 800 pound pig who loves card tricks,
but that's the subject best left for another day.
Anyway, a funny thing happened on the way
to this issue. Occasionally I run out of things to
make fun of. That's okay because I can always fall
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back on thimble magic. It's not because there is
anything wrong with thimble magic. I just think it is
funny that there is a whole branch of magic devoted
to the study of it.
I even like thimble magic and I'm not just
talking about the pop-butt-production which first
endeared me to the subject as a high-schooler.
Thimbles are portable and visible and thimble
magic is generally visual in nature. You've never
seen a trick with three piles of seven thimbles.
I don't know a lot of thimble magic. What I
know about thimbles would fit in a, well, you know.
There is some great thimble magic. Everyone who
has ever witnessed Geoffrey Buckingham or Patrick
Page do a couple of minutes with thimbles wants to
give them a try.
And now I add Joe's name to the list who
you should see work. I admit it, he fooled me with
some really great thimble work. I knew Joe for
several years before I saw him poke his first finger
into the thimble and make magic. There was a
reason for this. He assumed, because of the lightheartedness regarding thimbles which I frequently
expressed in print, that I didn't care for thimble
magic. When did anyone start taking me seriously?
Well, this was to be the time and place where
I would publicly express my appreciation, make that
affection, for thimble magic. This was to be kind of
a public apology to all those thimble-workers out
there who I may have offended with my callous
observations. So, last May I taped Joe doing a
couple of great routines. But here's where it gets
sticky. In the process of preparing this issue, I dug
out the videotape and realized that I had taped over
some of the thimble tricks. (But for those of you
who are interested, I have some great footage of a
barbecue we had at John Moran's house.)
So, this is not the really cool production of
four thimbles which Joe uses to open a thimble act.
This is the really cool vanish which follows the
really cool production, which I produced a barbecue
on top of on the videotape. While at this year's 4F,
I hope to videotape the opening routine which will
make its appearance in the next issue or two.
Meanwhile, I will leave you with the simplest
multiple vanish I have seen. (Update: Now the 2nd
simplest.) Remember, it follows a really cool
production which, if Joe is still speaking to me, will
be forthcoming shortly. (If he's mad at me, that's
okay. I know I can take him --- He does thimble

magic. Enough said!)
Effect. After producing four thimbles, the
magician displays them on the fingertips of one
hand. One at a time, he causes them to vanish.
The Work. This is so simple that you will
pick it up immediately. Don't get too confident.
The production which will precede this will take a
lot more work.
Start with the four thimbles on the fingertips
of the left hand. Extend your left hand in front of
your chest with the palm toward you. Bring your
right hand over to remove the thimble from your left
pinky. While apparently taking the thimble at your
right fingertips, take the thimble directly into the
right thumbpalm. Bring your right hand up a little
bit to focus attention on it as your rub your right
fingertips against your right thumb. You are
apparently rubbing the thimble into nothing. Bring
the imaginary thimble up to your mouth where you
blow on it as you separate your thumb from your
fingers as if the thimble has suddenly disappeared.
Here's where it gets neat. Bring your right
hand over to take the thimble from your left third
finger. Bring the thumbpalmed thimble directly
over the thimble you are taking so that the two nest
together. Again, pretend to remove the thimble at
your right fingertips, actually thumbpalming the
two together. Run through the same motions to
effect the vanish.
Repeat the nest and vanish with the third
thimble, the one on your left second finger. To
complete the vanish of the four, take the thimble off
your forefinger nested with the rest in your right
thumbpalm. Call attention to the imaginary thimble
at your right fingertips and then transfer it to your
left hand which is now palm-up and cupped for the
purpose.
Execute the standard hand-to-hand
vanish, pretending to place the thimble in the left
hand while retaining it in your right. Call all
attention to your left hand by apparently massaging
the contents. Finish by opening your left hand to
show the fourth thimble has vanished.
Leftovers. While this wasn't quite the
heartfelt apology I had intended to offer, you owe it
to yourself and your audiences to give this a try. As
a matter of fact, if Phil doesn't hurry, I may have a
regular thimble column in TheTrapdoor. I'll show
you who's secure in his manhood.
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